
Committee Minutes – 10 Mar 2015

The Meeting opened at 6:32 pm.

Present:
Harry Lewis
Roger Wragg
Geoffrey Keenan
Jay Boag
Gary Taig
Don McKenzie
Phil Lew
John Hollow
John Bade 
David Hatton – for part of Meeting.

Minutes of Previous Meetings:
Motion “That the Minutes of 10 Feb 2015 be 
approved” 
Moved: Gary Taig/Roger Wragg
Agreed.

Matters Arising:
Gary Taig advised he would be preparing a 
Report re a new category of members, 
called Sponsorship.

President’s Report
Copy as circulated.  We express our thanks 
to Dianne for organizing the Major Raffle.

Treasurer’s Report
Copy circulated.  Jay said we have been 
living on money built up in the past.  At 
present we are above budget on spending.

Secretary’s Report
Geoff Keenan is trying to formalize the 
timetable for preparation and distribution of 
Reports/Papers – details in Reports.  The 
Major Raffle was a financial success, the 
draw was at the March Monthly Meeting, 
winners have been notified and included on 
website, and will be in next Newsletter.

Motion “That the Officers Reports be 
approved” 
Moved: Don McKenzie/John Hollow
Agreed.

Office Manager Reports
There is no Office Report for February 2015.

Motion “That provisional new members 
46,813-46,816 as circulated be given full 
member status” 
Moved: Gary Taig/Phil Lew
Agreed

Office 365 Report
Harry Lewis tabled a report re migration to 
Office 365.  Still a heavy workload for the 
Volunteers.  Email contact is well advanced, 
however moving mail sometimes is a 
problem.  Noted that MS Help is not correct 
for all configurations

Moorabbin Power Outage
Phil Lew tabled a Report, major problem that 
servers just died when UPS power failed. 
Some discussion on a larger UPS.  Agreed 
that all servers be connected via the 
Communications port on UPS to power 
down gracefully.  Agreed for Phil to prepare 
a Report to increase UPS capacity.

Burnley Legacy Services
Phil Lew tabled a report. The Radius server 
and its database are working correctly, but 
RADSEC (the logon system) is ancient and 
they are still investigating a replacement 
solution. Phil suggested a new FTP server 
for video streaming (it would be another 
virtual machine).   Phil also suggested we 
have a formal set of procedures for 
visitors/contractors working on any IT 
equipment.  Gary said at one time there 
were 40 persons logged onto the video 
streaming of the previous Monthly Meeting.

Burnley Legacy Services
John Hollow advised that RADSEC had 
failed in the past 3 months – date not 
certain.  Additionally a number of services 
have failed since January, and the few 
technically qualified volunteers have not 
been able to repair all issues.  



The new website is still not fully operational, 
and the public perception is poor.  John 
suggest that when 27 identified key areas 
have been completed then we close down 
the old website, and at present rate  of 
progress this could be within three weeks.  
David Hatton suggested copying pages 
across as html code, this could save much 
time and effort.  Harry said the Meeting is 
grateful to John and David for their efforts in 
expediting progress on the new website. 
There was some discussion on establishing 
admin and backup procedures on new 
website.

MMS
Geoffrey tabled a Report on the visit to see a 
demo of the CRM4nfp database system at 
Info4Xchange.

Business Continuity
John Hollow introduced this. 

Debit Card Proposal
John Hollow tabled a Report suggesting we 
use a debit card for certain purchases.  The 
main reason is we obtain the branding of 
MelbPC on Statements and documents and 
not the member who made a purchase then 
sought re-imbursement.  It also eliminates 
single person dependencies.  
Moved “That a banking relationship for a 
Debit Card and associated suitable 
transaction account be investigated”

John Hollow/Gary Taig.
Agreed.

Policy on Office 365
Harry advised that a number of Groups have 
already been set up, and we have very little 
knowledge of them, complicated by the fact 
that Groups can be either Public or Private. 
For now new Groups have been frozen. Phil 
suggested we seize all Group names 
associated with SIGs, Committee, Office etc. 
Harry will approach all persons who have 
established a Group to date. 

Any Other Business
Phil would like to see better communications 
within Committee.

Meeting Close: 9:27 pm

The next Meeting is scheduled for 14 April.

Confirmed:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Date: .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .



Summary of Reports Tabled at Committee Meeting on 10 March 2015

President's Report

As these two matters are dealt with elsewhere on our agenda I shall barely mention them here:

1. Our migration of email (and other) services to Office 365 Enterprise E1.
2. The development of our new website.

On the latter, it seems we now have real hope of more rapid movement forward.

Once we can arrive at a position where we have a single website that fulfils the principal functions 
we require, I hope we can return to the issues of marketing and recruitment.

We need identify clearly what the benefits are that Melb PC membership offers, and to promote 
them in the most effective way both to our members (especially at the point of renewal) and to any 
audiences we can identify that may contain potential new members.

An area of concern is our continuing failure to reinstate the members' personal website support 
facility.  If we cannot see our way to restoring that service very soon, I think we should confront 
the issue aside from others and seek a way forward so that the members concerned have editing 
access to their websites, and those sites are available for viewing by the public.  If we cannot find 
a way to doing that, we should inform the members so that they can seek hosting elsewhere.

Harry Lewis
President

Secretary’s Report – Meeting of 10 March

I would like to propose we follow an agreed timetable - latest dates/times - for the preparation and 
distribution of papers for Committee Meetings.  My intent is to ensure that all participants 
understand and follow an agreed format so that things will run smoothly in future. 

I propose the following general guidelines: 
1.  Issue of First Draft Agenda and Meeting Notice one week prior to the Meeting. 
2.  Finalisation of Agenda Items by 6:00 pm on Saturday prior to Meeting. 
3.  Receipt of all written Reports by 6:00 pm on Sunday prior to Meeting. 
4.  Issue of Final Agenda - with Reports - by 6:00 pm on Monday prior to Meeting. 



5.  Issue of Draft Minutes by 6:00 pm on Friday after the Meeting.  Included will be an edited copy 
of Reports (suitable for inclusion in website, with all Reports being in a standard format/font/size 
etc.). 
6.  Receipt of any changes/corrections to Draft Minutes and edited Reports on the following Friday 
at latest. 

In addition, I am suggesting that at each Meeting the only paper copy distributed to Members will 
be the following: 
1.  Final Agenda with Reports - in original format - for the Meeting under consideration. 
2.  Minutes of the previous Meeting - without the edited Reports. 

The Formal Minutes (signed by Presiding Officer when formally accepted) will contain the edited 
Reports. 

Regarding the latter point, the edited Reports for the last Meeting took up 12 pages in summary 
format.  As we now are 9 members this means another 108 pages to be distributed - all of which 
were previously distributed in paper copy prior to the previous Meeting, then distrtibuted in 
summary format after the Meeting.  Just a big saving in paper and time etc. 

The major Raffle was drawn at the March Monthly Meeting.  Winners have been notified directly, 
they have been posted in Yammer and will be included in the next Newsletter.  We sold 631 
tickets @ $10 each, the costs (mostly prizes) was $3,456 and we made a notional cash profit of 
$2,854.

Geoffrey Keenan

OFFICE 365 REPORT

As I reported to our last Committee meeting, the switchover to our new email service hosted at Office 365 
Enterprise E1 took place on Monday, February 9.  By now 80% of our members with accounts there have 
logged on and established their connections.  Over the past four weeks Internet Help have dealt with over 
700 requests for assistance, by voicemail, email and through the iHelp Job (ticket) system, in addition to 
the support provided by the daily First Aid telephone service.  The pace of demand has slackened, but 
even so within the past week we have received some 110 requests.

Once demand has dropped to a background level we shall be contacting any members who have yet to 
login to their new accounts to check whether they require them.

Already some members who were not assigned accounts have come forward to ask for one - the reasons 
are usually access to Yammer or to the Office 365 OneDrive.

The members who come to us often need intensive help to get started with their new email system, and 
much of that is given using screen-sharing applications (TeamViewer or Citrix GoToAssist).



The iHelp team is familiar with the challenges involved.  Among them is the sheer variety of members' 
computer installations and email client programs. Even among the (majority) Windows users we have had 
members using every OS version from Windows 95 through to the latest Windows 8.  Older email 
programs for which we have been asked for help include MS Outlook 2003 which has proved especially 
challenging.  The task of supporting members with their mobile devices has been made more tricky 
because Microsoft has been changing its offerings of email clients on those platforms.  (Example: it has 
recently offered a free Outlook app for iOS and Android, also its own free OWA [Outlook Web App] app for 
Android.)

A recurring problem has been the tendency of browsers to refer Office 365 logins to the older outlook.com 
system immediately upon login at the Office365 web page.  This is compounded when members are vague 
about whether we have two email systems now or only one.  (There's a simple work-around to the login 
problem, but members who encounter this for the first time are often puzzled and frustrated.)

The potential for other uses of our Office 365 service was promoted by our visiting speaker at the February 
monthly meeting, where Rita Arrigo spoke on SharePoint.  At our March meeting, Dave Botherway gave a 
helpful overview of the place of Office 365 in Microsoft's various software offerings, with a glance also at 
their history.

Among new features available to us at Office 365 which were not available at outlook.com, is the provision 
for creating 'groups'.  A separate Report has been prepared for distribution.

Harry Lewis

Moorabbin Internet and Communications Status 

A major storm on Saturday 28th February 2015, resulted in power outage for almost four hours 
from 8.30pm. 

Un-interruptable Power Supplies (UPSs) kept internet servers running for 30 minutes; internal 
server equipment ie. PABX etc stayed up for 45 minutes. 

Upon power restoration, all servers restarted with exception of the old web site virtual, there are 
also issues with an ADSL modem on the office side of the network.
Many thanks to Richard Solly in restoring the old website

It is suggested that short of an emergency generator being installed, more battery packs and/or 
another UPS of similar capacity be installed.  Further it should be noted that we are very lucky that 
the UPSs held up for so long  because we currently have at least five times as many servers as 
we had previously. Plus the batteries have not been changed since they were first commissioned 
(when we moved into the Moorabbin site about 5 years ago).



It is proposed that a new FTP server be put in place to support the new Umbraco website, work 
orders for this have already been put to various admin people. 

We have yet to resolve the Radius server problems as reported last month.

Website hosting cannot be reinstated till secure logins are reestablished.

Philip Lew

Burnley Legacy Services Exec Summary

Major issues – current status
Radsec login system – Bad!!!
New website migration – fair
PC Update portal – fair (security poor)
Monthly Meeting Video – fair (security poor)
Members’ & SIGs’ old websites – dead
Newsgroups (webform & native) – dead
Archive of member old email – dead

Radsec is the major issue, it has cost us dozens of manhours of confusion and delay.  We have 
insufficient skilled people to fix quickly.

John Hollow 



Report on CRM4nfp Membership System

Summary

CRM4nfp agrees with the general principle requested by Committee of a single point of entry for 
all our data, for all of our MelbPC functions of managing our subscriptions, communications, 
meetings, training, marketing and other activities.

CRM4nfp appears to have the features required to manage our Membership out of the box.

Should we decide to go forward the next steps with the support of InfoXchange (IXC) and include 
requirements gathering, scoping, architecture and project management.  There is plenty of 
opportunity for committee involvement in shaping the final solution for MelbPC.  Further down 
there would be the staff and members training carried out by IXC.

CRM4nfp can record the categories of membership, member’s skills, qualifications, volunteering 
time card and efforts, leadership positions, sales and purchases etc.  It is flexible by allowing new 
categories to be created without programing skills.

It also fits in with a broader MMS project scope of being a single place to:

1. Recording of a SIG’s attendance including guests; 
2.  SIG communications to new and existing members;
3. The HelpDesk module has logging of cases, call queues, delegation and reporting, and
4. An Online Portal for sales of items and membership subscriptions is available.

About CRM4nfp.

The product is developed in Victoria by the State Government in conjunction with Microsoft and 
IXC to assist qualified charities with their Association membership requirements.  It is an 
application developed upon Microsoft Dynamics CRM current version is 2013, however IXC 
indicated we would probably be getting version 2015.  Updates are free, however major upgrades 
may include a cost of support from IXC.

Features.

Membership renewal notifications may be fully automated, allowing staff to focus on other 
activities.  The Marketing module in CRM4nfp can send the renewal emails directly out to 
members. These emails can include any attachments. 

Regularly used documents can be stored in CRM4nfp as “Sales literature” and can then be 
tracked email from Outlook.  Mail merge for postal letters are organised from CRM4nfp.  Links to a 



document in our Office 365 SharePoint can be held and interacted with from within CRM4nfp. 
CRM can store templates for both mail merge and email use.  CRM integrates with Mail Chimp for 
fast bulk emailing utilising the Mail Chimp Templates functionality (third party integration tool 
required) and Mail Chimp can give the reports of members’ opening the email, clicking on a link in 
the sent email or the non-delivery of emails if the email address details are wrong.

Costs. 

The full price of a full Microsoft CRM system license is $65 per login user per month, however as 
we qualify as a Not For Profit (NFP) organization, MelbPC would obtain the system at far reduced 
pricing.

The Microsoft have two levels of pricing per login user that we would qualify for.  The top level is 
Full Access (as used by the Office and Support) and a lower level is Limited Access (such as a 
SIG Convenor, or a HelpDesk volunteer may need to record support efforts).  It is possible for 
multiple end users to login with the same SIG or HelpDesk generic license username but then you 
cannot track those volunteers’ efforts or changes.  At this time we would require three Full Access 
logins plus somewhere between 10 and 50 logins at Limited Access level.  The number of Limited 
Access logins would have to be determined, based on the degree of ‘sharing’ of some logins. 

In addition IXC have an annual fixed charge for basic support for CRM4nfp.  Customisation costs 
extra, and there would be initial setup costs (not discussed).  Support hours are sold in bundles 
and they deduct the hours as MelbPC logs support calls and IXC assists us.  Online support is 
always available, eg how to do mail merges.

IXC provide training and follow-up training.  Training courses are:

A one day Basic Training Course, max 10 persons, ie Office staff + some volunteers.

A half day Advanced Training Course, max 10 persons, ie Office staff + some volunteers.

IXL have their local developer to make special customizations and support.

Other

Can include products, eg Mobile Broadband, Newsletter subscription etc into system.

SIG Convenor communications (both up and down) have yet to be determined. 

CRM4nfp has no facility to directly print membership cards.

Report by Geoffrey Keenan and John Bade



Business Continuity for Servers 

Discussion Point 

Need to examine many unsatisfactory processes re risks of business continuity of critical 
computer/network systems.

People issues
Password management and control
Teamwork & Information sharing
Capabilities registered/PAID in individuals’ names vs MelbPC (officers etc)
Single-person dependencies
Physical access (swipe-cards)

Backups of disk …

John Hollow 

Debit Card for MelbPC Office

Propose that we have a Debit Card linked to tightly controlled low-balance transaction account 
(low/zero monthly fee?).

Authorisation: credentials (card-number, PIN, signature) – Treasurer & Office-Manager ONLY

Purpose - enable using services from some service providers who ONLY deal with automatic 
direct-debit authority (periodical/pre-authorised) 

Alternative: NO way of using their service   

Examples:
• Meetup.com 



• ISPs • Network registrations •
• Phone plans

MelbPC better controls its business relationships with a Debit Card.

Many businesses only deal with the invoice-payer.

Invoice to MelbPC, not individual member.

Puts MelbPC “branding” on relationship, not individual member-name (e.g. Meetup.com)

Motion: that a banking relationship for a Debit Card and associated suitable transaction account 
be investigated.

John Hollow 

PROPOSED POLICY ON OFFICE 365 GROUPS

Among new features available to us at Office 365 which were not available at outlook.com, is the provision 
for creating 'groups'.  Users of Office 364 webmail (OWA) see a Groups header below the list of their own 
email folders.  I understand that this feature was added to Office 365 Enterprise late in 2014.

Office 365 Groups promise to be a useful tool and an advance on Distribution Lists (which work like Melb 
PC's former email aliases) in that they retain an archive of past messages, and also permit associated 
storage of files to be accessed by group members.

The facility has also caused us problems because the default system setting for Groups enabled anyone to 
create one (either public or private) and several of our members did so, in some cases being unaware that 
they were creating a Group rather than an email folder.  They also created groups with names of external 
organizations, or with a suspiciously commercial flavour.  When a new group is created, the system 
provides a new email address in our domain, which (under default settings) enables any member to create 
a new email address in our space.

To enable us to bring this under control, the Office 365 team is bringing to this Committee for approval a 
draft policy on the creation of Groups in our domain (melbpc.org.au) at Office 365, which is as follows:
(a) As there are several different kinds of 'group' in the Office 365 world [see note below], we should have a 
distinctive element (prefix/suffix) in the group name for these O365 Groups.
(b) O365 Groups can only be created by administrators on request.
(c) we should set minimum usage/viability rules for O365 groups to remain in action, eg minimum number 
of members and postings per unit time.

Comments:



On (b): We would expect to develop guidelines.  Most urgent is to manage the creation of new email 
addresses consequent upon the creation of a group. Guidelines might include - forbidding addresses that 
appear to be commercial in intent; or addresses that appear to host third-party organizations within MelbPC 
(whether not for profit or otherwise).
On (c): It may be premature to decide on the precise numbers now, but we should have a system of regular 
review to check usage.  

Note on the many meanings of 'group' now we have Office 365:

The situation with the term "Group" in the User Group environment is very confusing.

A "Group" might be:
1) the User Group
2) An Interest Group (SIG)
3) The mailbox for an Interest Group
4) A distribution list for an Interest Group
5) An independent distribution list Group
6) A Yammer discussion Group
7) An O365 public Group
8) An O365 private Group
9) There are other types of "groups" within SharePoint yet to be considered.

Harry Lewis
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